THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
The Next Generation of Legacy Planning
Secure their peace of mind with an innovative
legacy planning platform that delivers the
information they need when they need it most.
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What Is Legacy Planning?
Legacy planning is the act of determining
how you will leave your property, assets
and information to your loved ones. It’s the
process of ensuring your family has access to
your financial, legal, healthcare and personal
information when they need it most.

The Importance of Leaving
a Legacy
Perhaps you haven’t thought about legacy
planning yet, or maybe the process seems
too overwhelming. But it’s never too early to
make sure all of your assets are in order, your
wishes are documented and your family’s
future is protected.
Using LegacyArmour’s digital legacy planning
platform, you can easily centralize and secure
your most valuable assets until they’re
delivered according to your specifications.
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Peace of Mind Doesn’t
Come in a Box
If you’ve already purchased a physical vault or firebox for your important
documents, you may think that’s enough. But consider the limitations of
a physical vault compared with the powerful security and accessibility
benefits of a digital solution.











With no organization or



A digital legacy planning checklist

categorization within a physical

helps surface exactly which assets

vault, it’s easy to lose track of

are already secured and which

what’s protected and what isn’t.

documents are missing.

Physical vaults can be so



Digital vaults can be organized

cluttered with paperwork that it’s

by asset type and delivered

unmanageable for family members

separately to the individual

to find what they need.

recipients you choose.

You can’t store digital assets, like



Digital vaults are built to store all

social media accounts or videos,

assets, including scanned documents,

within a physical vault.

virtual accounts and video files.

Physical vaults can be lost,



Secure passphrases and encryption

damaged in a fire or flood, or

capabilities protect your information

stolen.

in digital vaults, and it’s always
accessible to you in the cloud.

Your beneficiaries may not know
where your physical vault is, or



Digital vaults can be delivered to

how to open it when they need

your beneficiaries according to your

access.

instructions, so they never have to
search for answers.
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Protect Their Future With
Top-Level Security
Not all digital vaults are created equal. Even legacy planning
companies that claim to offer military-grade security often
leave valuable information vulnerable to hackers
and data breaches.
LegacyArmour’s advanced security features
were designed and implemented by certified
cybersecurity professionals to ensure your assets
are fully protected until delivery.


Zero-Knowledge Encryption: Your
information is encrypted before upload, so
hackers can’t intercept your files.



Four Separate Vaults: You have access
to four vaults, each encrypted with a
unique passphrase that only you and your
recipients know.



Designated Delegates and Recipients:
Each vault can have two recipients, as well
as two trusted delegates to manage the
vault’s content before delivery.

Your trusted advisor can act
as a delegate, helping you
make sure your most valuable
information is organized,
secured and kept up to date.
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Life Monitoring Makes
Sure They Have Answers
When They Need Them
After you designate your delivery timeline,
LegacyArmour’s AI engine monitors your digital
presence to ensure your loved ones have access
to your information right when they need it.



Custom Delivery Options: Designate the
delivery of your vaults to your recipients
based on date, death, incapacitation or
another parameter.



AI Monitoring: A powerful AI engine
monitors digital activity for signs of
incapacitation, then delivers your
information according to your wishes.



Live Outreach: After a preset amount of
unresponsive time, LegacyArmour will reach
out personally to determine if your vaults
should be delivered.
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LegacyArmour: Your
End-to-End Legacy
Management Solution
LegacyArmour offers everything you need to organize, manage and secure
your most important assets, so you can leave the legacy they deserve.

Encrypted Vaults
Your data is protected with

Estate Planning
Templates

Legacy Planning
Checklist

zero-knowledge encryption

Up-to-date templates allow you

A dynamic checklist helps you

and secure passphrases.

to create, notarize and secure

keep track of both secured

important estate documents.

and outstanding information.

Digital Life Monitoring

Automated Delivery

Medical Cards

AI-powered digital activity

Specific triggers ensure your

Your medical information

monitoring and live outreach

legacy information is delivered

and directives are printed on

create peace of mind.

when they need it most.

convenient health cards.
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Secure Your Legacy
for Your Loved Ones
Together with your trusted advisor,
you can use LegacyArmour’s powerful
platform to ensure peace of mind.

Sign Up

222 South 9th Street, Suite 1600
Minneapolis, MN 55402
United States
LegacyArmour B.V.
Prinses Margrietplantsoen 33
2595 AM Den Haag
The Netherlands
1(844) UR-LEGACY
(844-875-3422)
info@legacyarmour.com
legacyarmour.com

